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aesthetic perception 4), which clarifies the 
concept of what appears appropriate using a 
certain proportional reference frame, 
contradicts this, simiJar to Plato's bypothesis 
5) on the correlation of heterogeneous facts 
by using proportions. Even if one considers 
early constellations, known since the Stone 
Ages, such as the sign for water in the form 
of a regular zigzag line, it is striking that the 
same cannot be fo und for the "Great Hydra" 
constellation. This is despite the fact that the 
visualisation of such a configuration would 
have been straigbtforward at this particular 
point of the firmament. 

The "Great Hydra" presents a completely 
irreversible form, which resembles a 
watercourse more c10sely than the symbol for 
water or for serpent. These findings are 
comparable to the only existing constelJation 
of a river course, the Eridanus. [n this case, 
one would have expected a serpent-like or 
meandering shape if dealing with the 
configuration representing a river as such. 
Yet aga in, this star constellation is also an 
irreversible one because it is not compatible 
with the corresponding symbol. If one 
stipulates that areal connection may be 
established, for example between a strait, 
coast or riverbed with a star consteUation. 

and one commences to search for 
congruence, an astonishing pieture emerges, 
whicb holds the key to reveal a phenomenon, 
whicb previously could not be explained. 

Preview of tbe results to be presented in 
tbe publication 

AS INCREDIBLE as it may sound: With the 
present work it could be shown that 
practically every ancieot tar constellation 
was established in terms of geomorphological 
aspects and may weil have been exploited for 
nautical purposes. The Baltic, the Atlantic 
and the Mediterranean could thus be depicted 
in full. 

The earliest star configuration represent a 
multitude of sea routes, coast and tidal 
courses on our planet! They hence encircle 
exactly the area of tbe European Atlantic 
with a high degree of accuracy. The coastal 
and the sea routes between the N orth Cape, 
lceland and N orth Africa are projected 
without exception in tbe sky. The origin of 
the early star constellations has so rar been 
dated between 7500w 3000 B.e. after 
considering the conditions of marine 
geograpby after the lce Age. The most 
detai led area is the projection of Atlantic 

GreatHydra 
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Europe, including the Baltic Sea and 
Green land. 

A PRECISE MAP or the illustration of tbe 
coastline projection can be discovered on the 
fIrmament as a projection. The Atlantic 
coastline from the Bay of Gibraltar to North 
Scandinavia, in other words tbe wllole 
European eoast, barring the Mediterranean, 
was represented. The iIlustrated area 
corresponds precisely to the area of 
expansion of the Megalith culture (including 
Middle America). 

lt is well-known that the Sumerians termed a 
large part of the sky as "The Sea" 7). Star 
constellations amidst the system identified 
here such as Eridanus and the Oplliucbus 8), 
wruch were already familiar to the 
Sumerians, were positioned within Tbe Sea. 

Eridanus 

Opbiucbus 

With reference to Sumerian astronorners, 
Sesti writes: "The ancient Sumerian 
astronomers tenned a large part of the sky 
"The Sea". The waves of the sea washed the 
beach, named Sirius, which was horne to the 
Dog Star. A large river flows into the ocean 
of stars, which has its SOUTce at the foot of the 
Orion figure. It is called Eridanus ...." 9). It 
has been conjectured that Cheiron (a member 
of the crew of the ship Argo) installed the 
star constellations in the sky (after the Flood) 
to enable easier navigation of his fleet (refer 
to Newton, Jsaac). It is important to note that 
there i5 definite analogy of Argo and Noah's 
Are and the older Sumedan "Are of 
Utnapischtim"; similar findings have been 
reported in Egypt 10). [saac Newton writes 
in his "Chronologica". with reference to 
Gigantomachy that Cheiron, a ceotaur, 
designed tbe star constellations during the 
voyage of the Argonauts. With his guidance 
the Argonaut Musaeus, the son of Orpheus, 
designed a heavenly sphere with 48 
constellations, cornparable to the knowledge 
bequeathed to us by Eudoxos much later on. 
Newton took his interpretation even further. 
He documeoted that Cheiron and Musaeus 
made the sphere to enable better orientation 
for the passage of the Argonauts. 

Argumentation and research metbodology 

Besides reviewing and analysing historical 
sources with a methodologie al approach, the 
author systematically compares 
morphological features. This is 
complemented with the analysis of formation 
as such, tbe conditions of formation in 
general as weil as in particular human factors 
and their interpretation. For this purpose the 
object of investigation - the nocturnal sky 
strewn with stars - is initially viewed as a 
mere abstract. It does not exhibit any alien 
significance, and is on the one hand 
completely open for arbitrary eonnection and 
association patterns of the human 
imagination, on the other hand it appears 
bulky and refractory. Variations in light 
intensity, density of light points and 
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Eider 

Eridanus 

Eristars 
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hotb in terms of mystie as weil as transport 
geography (see Chapter on Eridanus). 

Tbe Great Bear: The star eonfiguration of 
the Great BeaT can be found in the far North. 
Aeeording to our hypothesis it should 
represent a eoastal region in the far north of 
the Earth, sinee as another eriterion we have 
reasoned that a star constellation - by means 
of its relative location - is linked to a given 
region on the earth. The region in question 
could henee only be the Norway-Bear lsland
Arctie Oeean. If shape, relative location and 
northward direction whieh have been given 
to the Great Bear by the arehitects of star 
eonstellations are compared with the regional 
surroundings of this very region we fmd 
exaet congruence. 

History and Mythology 

One of the best known legends of the star 
constellation of the Great Bear deals with a 
female bear, "an animaI which has always 
been associated with Nordie cold in the 
human imagination" 26). The term "aretic" 
originates from "artos", the Greek word for 
bear. The star constelLation hence goes back 
to the Greek myth ofthe nymph Kallisto, that 
was turned into a bear. 

The name Kallisto in turn appears to have 
developed from "Kalitsah", the Phoenieian 
term of the constellation wbich is translated 
as "security" 26). 

Ovid mentioned the female bear in the story 
of Phaethon in his Metamorphoses. Here the 
father advises his son: "00 not choose the 
path that cuts across the five zones! The path 
runs diagonally across in a large curve; it 
runs through a mere three zones and avoids 
the soutb pole and the Great Bear with its 
northerly winds." 27) Fasching writes with 
regards to the star eonstellation Great Bear: 
'lnterestingly the star consteUation "Okuari" 
(=Bear) was aJready known to the North 
American Indians before they came into 

contact with the white race." 28) We will 
return to this very interesting eireumstance 
whieh ean be explained on the basis of our 
hypothesis. 

Draco: Tbe star constellation "Draco" is 
projected to the west of the Great Bear. We 
must henee look for a region west of the 
Aretie Oeean Ieeland and Norwegian Sea. 
The only land area, whieh is loeated in this 
part ofthe Atlantie Oeean, is Greenland. Tbe 
eartographic equivalence of the eoastal frame 
of Greenland with the star eonfiguration 
Draeo is evident. An exaet representation of 
the sea route ean be found from the easterly 
current off Greenland to the abrador 
Current. 
History and mythology 

Sesti supported the explanation of this star 
constellation in the text of Edda: "The dragon 
lives at the foot of the Tree of Life 
Y ggdrasil" 29). It was its purpose to guard 
the Tree of Life that was supporting the sky. 
So why is this an apparent indication of the 
aeeuraey ofthe system? 

THE TREE OF LIFE cult underlying the 
story goes baek to an aneient, prehistorie sky 
eult. 30) The c oneept ion may have 
originated from elementary experience of the 
observation of the apparent rotational 
movement of the sky. It appears as though 
there is one point in tbe frrmament (whieh is 
now elose to the star Polaris), at whieh the 
sky does not rotate 31). 

From an astronomie viewpoint we are 
dealing with the fact of the rotational 
movement of the earth around its own axis 
(Right aseension and the precession do not 
playa role in tbis case). If the Earth's axis is 
elongated to infin ity, it reaehes from the 
geographie North Pole to the "North Pole" of 
the sky, and it appears as though the sky 
rotates around its own axis between the North 
Pole and the Northern Star. Ae(:ording to this 
reasoning, the Tree of Life was always 
plaeed in the north as weil, beeause it owes 
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The Southern Regions of the Atlantic 
Ocean 

Scorpio: It is remarkable that the Ancient 
Egyptians equated the term for Ocean with 
the name of the star constellation Sin Wur 
(Iarge circle of water, i.e. the sea surrounding 
the world). It is an exact match of the names 
of the geographie region and the stellar 
con tellation, hardJy surprising eonsidering 
the discoveries outlined in this book. In our 
region the Egyptian stellar eonstellation Sin 
Wur is termed Hydra. Tbe Egyptians located 
Hydra exaetly where it can be fou nd today, in 
direct connection with the star consteUation 
Scorpio. In this respect it 1S interest ing to 
note that the Egyptians explkitly insisted that 
the constellation Scorpio should be regarded 
as a water scorpion. 

THE WATER scorpion is situated in more 
southern parts of the firmament, whereas 
Hydra can be found in more northern areas. 
If we comply with the Egyptian term of the 
star constellation (see above), we have to 
look for a geographie counterpart mirroring 
the two water star constellations in coastal 
region outside the Mediterranean that 
corresponds to Scorpio in tbe southern part, 
but matching Hydra in the northern part. 
This condition can be met precisely wben the 
combination of both constellations is 
superimposed on the Atlantic coast from 
Gibraltar to Helgoland. The exact match is 

found in the coastaJ region between Biscay 
and Gibraltar and the English Channel from 
Brest to Helgoland. 

History and mythology 
The stellar constellation Scorpio has its 
origins in the earliest (Sumerian) period. A 
drawing from around 3000 B.e. has also 
been found in the Caucasus which shows the 
stellar constellations of Scorpio and 
Sagittarius with the typical stellar 
arrangement. The stars were represented 
using circles of different diameter depending 
on their brightness. The depiction of Scorpio 
as a water creature was common even along 
the Atlantic coast of South America. Indians 
resident in the river basin ofthe Rio Negro in 
Nortllern Brazil consider Scorpio as the Great 
Hydra. 

Ophiuchus The Serpent Bearer: 
Ophiuchus is directly connected to the star 
eonstellation Scorpio (bearing in mind that 
the Serpent has always served as a symbol 
for water). This star consteUation is the 
biggest one prehistoric astronomers projected 
onto the frrmament. The analysis of its 
location, northern direction and its position in 
relation to the otber star constellations 
reveals that it consequentially represents the 
largest area of the system: the territory 
between the Canary Islands and the Gulf of 
Mexico. 

Scorpio 
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50) Ebd. 
5I )Ebd. p. I2 
52) Ebd. , p. 12 
53) Sudhoff, p. 178 
54) MüUer, p. 7 

Zusammenfassung 

Mit dieser Veröffentlichung zieht der Autor für uns einen Schleier hoch, der Jahrtausende lang 
über einem vorgeschichtlichen Orientiemngssystem lag, das sich uns vor Augen stehend 
darbot, aber nicht mehr als solches erkannt und entschlüsselt werden konnte. 

Überraschend zeigt sich nun ein prähistorischer Kenntnis- und Kommunikationshorizont des 
frühen Menschen. Er weist weit reichende E rfahrung und Wissen über Gestalt und 
Verlaufsrichtungen von Grenzzonen, Küstenlinien von Kontinenten, Meeren und Schiffsrouten 
auf. Zugleich erschließt sich ein O rtungssystem, das im Detail wie im Ganzen ein 
gemeinsames Bezugsnetz bildet. E s basiert auf der Nordausrichtung im H immelsnorden und 
dem geographischen Nordpol als ruhenden Punkten einer Orientiemngsachse. 

Dies aUes konnte im quasi abstrakten " Lochkartensystem" der unzähligen Lichtpunkte des 
nächtlichen Sternenhimmels dargesteUt wld eingebracht werden. Die Herkunft der so 
genannten " Sternbilder", deren rätselhafte mythologische Bedeutung uns bis beute 
beschäftigt, konnte nun mit dem hier aufgedeckten Verfahren des vorgeschichtlichen 
Menschen und se inem pragmatischen Zweckbezug gleicherweise plausibel wie überraschend 
nachgewiesen werden. Frappierend ist zugleich die Genauigkeit sowie die probate Methodik 
der Projektion in ein prähistorischen "Lichtpunktesystem", das sicb allgegenwärtig vor Augen 
stehend, als ein Orientierungs- und Kommunikationssystem erster Ordnung darstellt. Wir 
sehen verblüfft und staunend eine frühe Geistesleistung, die uns zwingt, den ganzen Komplex 
der Vorgeschichte des Menschen neu zu sehen und zu bedenken. 
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